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The Pilgrims
A Dinner to honor and welcome His Excellency the
Most Honorable The Marquess of Lothian, C.H., D.C.L.,
His Britannic Majesty's newly appointed Ambassador to
the United States, was given by The Pilgrims of the United
States on Wednesday evening, October 25, 1939, in the
Grand Ballroom of The Hotel Plaza, New York City, Dr.
Nicholas Murray Butler presiding.
PRESIDENT BUTLER: Our Distinguished Guests, my
Fellow Pilgrims, I offer the loyal toast of The Pilgrims:
To the President of the United States!
The audience arose while the orchestra played
"The Star Spangled Banner." . . .
PRESIDENT BUTLER:

To H is Majesty the King!

. . . The audience arose while the orchestra played
"God Save the King." .
P RESIDENT BUTLER: It is a pleasure to read the greetings which have come to us from London on this occasion:
"We Pilgrims of Great Britain are very pleased to hear
of the dinner you are giving in honor of Lord Lothian, our
Ambassador to your country, who is a personal friend of
mme. Nobody knows the situation in this country, political
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and otherwise, better than Lord Lothian. I know the high
appreciation that he has of American statesmen and I am sure
that his cooperation with your government will have the most
beneficial results in both countries. May I send my own personal greetings to The Pilgrims on your side of the Atlantic.
Signed, Derby, President of The Pilgrims of Great Britain."
(Applause)
And this message from the American Ambassador in
London:
"I have the kind invitation to The Pilgrims' Dinner in
New York on October 25th to the newly appointed British
Ambassador at Washington and, as you will understand , it
will unfortunately be impossible for me to be present. I desire, however, to assure the President and members of The
Pilgrims of my real regret that I cannot join them on that
occasion in honoring Lord Lothian and welcoming him to our
country. Having enjoyed his close friendship here in England
and knowing of the high esteem in which he is held and which
he so merits, I can foresee for him only success in his present
undertaking, and am very sorry to be unable to attend the
dinner starting him on his way. Yours sincerely, Joseph P.
Kennedy." (Applause)
Your Excellency, Your Excellencies and our Distinguished Guests, my Fellow Pilgrims : This evening, we
offer hearty and affectionate welcome not only to a newly
designated Ambassador from Great Britain, but to a statesman who will find in these United States a host of warm
and admiring friends. No other Ambassador, save only
James Bryce, has ever come to America having like familiarity with our people, our institutions and our national
ideals.
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The government of Great Britain could have made no
happier choice at this troubled and indeed most dangerous
time in modern history than that of the Marquess of Lothian.
(Applause) He comes equipped with that scholarship, with
that experience and with that international understanding
which are at this moment absolutely invaluable. He comes
in the spirit of that fine declaration by Cecil Rhodes whose
trust Lord Lothian has administered through so many years,
that he hoped that those who were to profit by the international scholarships which he was about to endow would form
an attachment to the country where they went for study
without in any wise weakening their affection for the land of
their birth.
The nations of the earth are now sharply divided, almost
unconsciously and despite their legal and formal equality of
status, into the great and the small. They are also divided,
regardless of their size or their power, into those where a free
public opinion guides and rules government and those in
which there is no public opinion to serve this purpose.
These facts gravely affect the service of an ambassador
and directly indicate how that service may best be performed.
Between nations in which free public opinion exists and
eventually dominates public policy, the most successful ambassador in this twentieth century will be one who becomes
ambassador not only to a government but to a people. If an
ambassador confines his activities to formal relations with
the department of foreign affairs of the government to which
he is accredited, he may miss a great part of his opportunity
for the highest type of public service to his own people. If, on
the other hand, he finds ways and means to enter freely and
intimately into the unofficial life of the people to whose government he is accredited, he not only will strengthen himself
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as ambassador, but also will find ways and means better to
understand the people with whom he is living (applause)
and better to interpret the institutions and ideals of the people
whose representative he is.
In other words, between countries in which public opinion rules, an ambassador performs but a part, and indeed a
very small part, of his service, if he confines himself to the official routine of his great office. If, on the other hand, through
travel, through contact with organizations and groups of
different kinds and interests, scattered all over the country,
he comes really in contact with the people as a whole, his own
importance as ambassador is greatly increased and the links
betwen his own land and that where he officially dwells, are
multiplied and strengthened many times. This means that
the twentieth century ambassador from a country in which
public opinion rules to another country in which public
opinion rules is in a unique position of influence and of opportunity.
It is commonplace to say that the world of today is
strangely perplexed, as it watches through its abundant channels of information what takes place day by day and almost
hour by hour. It seeks to find a meaning for it all. What can
that meaning be? There is a famous chapter in Gibbon's
History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire in
which he points out that in the age of the Antonines, the
union and internal prosperity of the Roman people were almost complete and ideal. Men were at peace; they were prosperous, and they were happy. Literature and philosophy
flourished, and life seemed to go forward with satisfaction
and content. The great cities of the Roman Empire were
connected with each other and with Rome by public highways which traversed the entire Empire. One great chain
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of communication from the northwest to the southeast point
of that Empire extended over four thousand and eighty
Roman miles. Agriculture, which is the foundation of
manufacture, was prosperous, and contentment was obvious
everywhere.
Nevertheless, Rome was soon to break and fall. Why?
Because what Gibbon describes as a "slow and secret poison"
was introduced into the vitals of the Roman Empire. The
minds of men were gradually reduced to the same level, and
the fire of genius was extinguished. Men were accepting laws
and government from the will of their sovereign, and what
had been a vigorous and independent and intellectual life
became one dominated with increasing completeness by the
will of a dictator.
Must this modern world, looking back over nearly two
thousand years to the age of the Antonines, contemplate a
fate similar to that of Rome? Is it possible-after all that
the intervening centuries have accomplished in works of the
mind, in an expansion of science which is truly revolutionary,
in the application of our new knowledge to every form and
aspect of human life and human undertaking, and with the
barriers of distance removed by the electric spark, with
leagues reduced to millimeters and months to seconds of time
-is it possible that modern man cannot continue his forward
march and avoid the dreadful fate which attended the leaders
of civilization so long ago?
The story of what has happened since Ancient Rome
fell is a long and complicated one but as we estimate and
measure progress, it is a story of what seems like steady advance in the major activities of man. We have produced no
Plato and no Aristotle, and the great works of Greek: and
Roman sculpture remain in their place of commanding exPage 7
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